Matin et al (1976) reported that two lines rotating about a central point are perceived to have an illusory Vernier offset—see figure 1. We replicated their finding (white lines were 2 deg \times 0.05 deg, centres 3 deg from the central fixation, rotating at 0.66 Hz, 50% clockwise), but supplemented their main condition, with lines rotating continuously, with trajectories inspired by flash-lag research (Eagleman and Sejnowski 2007; Nijhawan 2008). In these, the lines either appeared suddenly and rotated (onset trajectory), or after some time they suddenly disappeared (offset trajectory), or the lines suddenly reversed their direction of rotation. For each of these latter trajectories our eleven subjects made a Vernier judgment at the defining event for the trajectory (when lines were vertical), and when they were vertical for the continuous trajectory (in a control condition the lines were vertical and stationary). In an adaptive method of constant stimuli, the Vernier offset was varied (by equal and opposite amounts for the upper and lower lines) and subjects indicated if the top line was to the left or the right of the bottom one. In a separate set of orientation judgment conditions, subjects indicated if the lines were rotated to the left or right of vertical when the trajectory defining event occurred, for those trajectories which had one. For these, the lines were displayed radial from the fixation (as in figure 1a). We report this illusion as the distance of the centres of the stimuli (from vertical) along their trajectories, at which the events were perceived to occur, to facilitate comparison with the Vernier judgment data.

Logistic regression fits yielded PSEs for each subject condition, and figures 1c and 1d show the means of these. For the Vernier judgments, as well as finding a significant illusion for the continuous trajectory as Matin et al (1976) did, our subjects perceived the lines to be displaced forward, as in figure 1b, as they disappeared with the offset trajectory, and displaced forward in the direction of their motion before reversal with the reversal trajectory. As the lines suddenly appeared with the onset trajectory, their alignment was perceived veridically, on average (subjects often reported difficulty making this judgment at onset).

As one account of their data, Matin et al (1976) suggested that, because the stimulus energy was spread across a larger range of retina for the outer ends of the lines compared to the inner ends, the outer ends had a longer latency to perception (a differential latency account), and thus were perceived to trail. Our similar results with offset and reversal trajectories could be explained by Matin et al’s (1976) account if the alignment...
could be reported when the inner ends were perceived to reach the extreme of their trajectory, and before the outer ends did (so they would not appear vertical, although they were). In agreement with this account, with orientation judgments for the offset and reversal trajectories this is just what was reported: the lines were not perceived to reach the vertical orientation. We note, however, that this ‘undershoot’ result with the orientation offset judgment is at odds with most findings with this trajectory, which find no illusion (eg Chappell et al 2006), although both undershoots (eg Maus and Nijhawan 2009), and overshoots (eg Maus and Nijhawan 2006) have been reported—see below for a possible account of our undershoot.

On the face of it, our observed forward displacements of the lines with Vernier judgments could provide support for spatial projection theories of motion perception (Eagleman and Sejnowski 2007; Nijhawan 2008). However, note that if parts of the line were projected forwards by distances in proportion to their speed, which could give the closest approach to veridical perception, then no Vernier illusion would be predicted. In order to account for this illusion, these theories would have to posit a projection tangential to the motion, but with no (or little) ‘twisting’ of the stimuli. In that case, to predict our data, motion before the trajectory defining event would have to be the determinant of the direction of projection, in agreement with Nijhawan (1994), but not with Eagleman and Sejnowski (2007) [also cf Matin et al’s (1976) discussion re figural induction effects]. However, Nijhawan (2008) has supplemented his theory to suppose that such events terminate the projection, so that it could not now account for our Vernier data with an offset trajectory. Our orientation results with onset and reversal trajectories do support the latest versions of the spatial projection theories (Eagleman and Sejnowski 2007; Nijhawan 2008).

Could orientation of our rotating stimuli be processed as a separate attribute (cf colour—Kreegipuu and Allik 2004), with a greater latency than the computation of position—a differential latency of attribute account? One would have to further suppose that the full perception of the stimulus is reconstructed using just the computed position
of the centre, and computed orientation, of the stimulus. In this case sensory signals might cause the object’s disappearance before its final orientation was computed, accounting for our non-null orientation offset result. For other conditions, this is similar to Matin et al’s (1976) differential latency account, and results are predicted similarly.

Our account might seem to predict a Vernier illusion at onset, which we did not find. However, it may be that the processes responsible for the latency advantage that position perception enjoys take some time to be set up (cf Ögmen et al 2004), so that there is initially no latency advantage over orientation.

Matin et al’s (1976) illusion provides another useful test of theories of the perception of the position of moving objects, albeit with some interpretational twists and turns.
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